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"Ideas that give pause… images that move. A growing hunger for more!”~ Randall R. Peterson,
author of “DEATH TRAIN Ticket to Ride”"Entertaining on every page!" ~ Brendan Richardson,
writer/educator.One impulsive redhead + three months in Panama = a page-turner romantic
comedy memoir:Lila has a tendency to fall hard – whether it’s klutz tripping into the path of a
speeding cab – or tumbling into a sexy encounter with a hot Sailor on a steamy night in Panama
City. If she could just live up to her motto – no pets, no plants, no personal entanglements –
she’d sidestep the pitfalls.Unfortunately, the heart has other plans.As Sailor charms, Trouble
haunts, and Panama City gives way to a boat trip on the Caribbean with too much male eye
candy and not enough beds, Lila confronts temptation and life-changing choices. As she
discovers why Panama is called The Fever Coast - she also discovers herself.Funny. Sensuous.
Poignant. A Hot Sailor, A Cold Margarita, and… Trouble is a memoir of fast love – forbidden love
– and one woman’s quest for paradise on a blue-haze horizon.Originally released under another
title (Sex, Love, and Paradise) - A Hot Sailor, A Cold Margarita, and... Trouble is also available in
paperback.“I’ve read a lot of books this year and this book was one of the most compelling I
read. I just could not put it down!” ~ Chloe Ginther, Stay-at-Home Mom“A whimsical and quirky
tribute to the pitfalls and joys of sleeping with complicated men. Playful, clever, and poetic. ~
Carmen Olsen, @joycultivation"A funny and sexy romp with tons of heart." ~ Carolyn Hay,
Screenwriter
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L DEEN, “A MUST READ!. Reading this book, made me feel like I was actually a part of this
story...full disclosure...I kinda was. Although featured in this memoir (which reads like a
sweeping romance, comedy set in Panama), Lila Z Rose, has written an insightful, passionate,
human story about the tug of war of love that took me by surprise. If I was ever to be featured in a
chapter in someone's life - I'm glad it is this one.Lila's lines and insights leap off the page and
her prose weave so intrinsically to the themes of the story. In other words, it's sexy and funny as
hell. Sex, Love and Paradise reminds us what it means to fall hard, get back up, look up to the
sky and reflect on life. Author, Lila Z Rose, takes us across the world, from the chill of Alberta to
the sweat of Panama in the most beautiful and exciting way possible.Thank you for making me a
part of this world, Lila, and I am so excited for the world to sink their teeth into this sweet piece of
work.”

Patrik Russo, “I could not put this down!!!. I don't usually get through books this fast but I could
not put this one down. I loved the characters, laughed out loud and you can definitely tell the
author took the time to pick the right words to convey the emotions. It's sexy, funny, brave and
creative (loved how the flashbacks were written). Great job!! When can I read more?! I'm a big
fan!”

dBiddy, “Great Read. Usually I don't read memoirs but after reading the sample chapters, I was
intrigued and decided to delve in... what a great choice that was. This book is fun, sexy (I never
use that word) and very well written. It has a natural flow from beginning to end, Lila Z. Rose has
really captured relationships in an honest and insightful way.  Excellent job!”

M. O'Brien, “Amazing read!. How privileged am I to be connected to this most amazing book?!
Intelligent beach read, laughing out loud one minute, goosebumps the next, sexy,emotional,
words and insight that I will not soon forget. Lila Z. Rose - you have written a must read! I was
captivated and entertained! This girl can write!!”

CJ Dawson, “Great read!. This is a fun book but it also has depth - so you get the enjoyment of a
sexy beach read, but still get the benefit of an insightful perspective. I really enjoyed the author's
internal dialogue - so honest and funny, and sometimes heartbreaking.  Definitely worth reading!”

Slogan, “it will entertain you and make you think. I thoroughly enjoyed this book. It made me
laugh, and it made me think. Lila’s writing style is poetic, lively, personal, and authentic. On the
surface this book is a quick laugh-out loud romp, but underneath there is such thoughtfulness
about the meanings of love and life. I kept forgetting this was a memoir, the characters read like
fiction, but on another level her story is raw in its honesty.”



striving2Bhappy, “This is a broadway musical waiting to happen!. Well done, Lila, your memoir is
true to the bubbly, lovable person I know in real life. I enjoyed your fresh style and ability to laugh
at yourself. Your book was a much needed vacation for me this weekend for half the price of a
movie!It was so easy to download too!Thank you.”

AKnippshild, “You gotta read it!. My favourite books are the ones where I connect with the
protagonist and can see myself in the same embarrassing situations. None of us our immune,
and knowing that we are not alone in our folly makes it easier to laugh at ourselves. This book
was funny, it was quirky, and it was thought provoking. If you don't read this book you are
missing out!”

Paula MacPherson, “A fun, fresh and engaging novel.. Sex, Love, and Paradise is not my usual
"go to" genre for a fun read. (I'm a female detective novel fan.) But I found Rose's novel
thoroughly engaging, entertaining and very revealing. Her writing is so personal, so intimate that
I felt like I had inadvertently walked into her bedroom.”

The book by Lila Z Rose has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 11 people have provided feedback.
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